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POLICE REPORT: Asian Babies

COMPLAINT: 
18 USC § 241   – CONSPIRACY AGAINST RIGHTS  , 
18 USC § 242   – DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW  , 
42 USC § 1985   – CONSPIRACY TO INTERFERE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS  , 
42 USC § 1986   – ACTION FOR NEGLECT TO PREVENT  

EVENT DATE: 8/24/2010

EVENT LOCATION: Seattle and Bellevue, WA

EVIDENCE: photos - video - circumstantial - travel records (the USM team)

BLOG:  keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com 

AUTHOR: Saskia Valentine  

SUMMARY

After repeated unsuccessful attempts to bait, provoke and entrap to prove racial bias, NIH 
researchers resort to using children to lower the bar with a recruiter from a staffing agency who 
answers my personal's add and talks about the affect of immigrant children on classrooms. My 
inspirational story on Asian adoptions is given a twist by researchers and becomes the ground work for 
the Asian Babies program hoping to use it as their tour de' force of psychological torture based on 
terrorizing powers of Asian toddlers. 

Unconfirmed identities: NIH researchers: Elizabeth J Vella, PhD; Donald Sytsma, PhD (Polish); 
Scott Brown, PhD; R. Bruce Thompson, PhD. Charleen Day, MS Neuro-linguistic programming and 
recruiting manager at Media Logic. Mike Romain and Dan Korslund, recruiters at Wicresoft. 

BACKGROUND

NIH researchers are retaliating against me and attempting to discredit me because because I’ve 
spoken out in support of immigration reform and have filed complaints with the Seattle Civil Rights 
Commission 2007 and with the Seattle/King County in 2009 reporting problems resulting from flawed 
policies based on politicized research. For more information see keepingsweetinseattle.wordpress.com.

NARRATIVE

1. ASIAN BABY ADOPTIONS
11/20/2007. Blue Star Cafe, 4512 Stone Way North, Seattle, WA 98103. I met man for a coffee date at 
the the Blue Star Cafe who'd contacted me through my personal's ad. He tells me he's an archaeologist 
who graduated from the University of Washington. He has a seven year old daughter, lives in West 
Seattle and works in the Wallingford neighborhood. He's believed to be Mike Romain, a recruiter at 
Wicresoft.

He brings up the topic of immigrant children and the affect they're having on the classrooms. I 
tell him that when I was a kid in the 1960's, I was told Asians were inferior, however by the 1980's 
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people were lining up to adopt their kids. Things change. Mike sits glowering at me. No one else has 
ever responded negatively to this story, including Asians.

My response to Mike was similar to that in other race discussions with surveillance pretexters: 
On a plane from San Jose to Seattle, a woman attempted to bait me with the Poisonwood Bible (a blond 
hate book...).  I suggested she read 'Let's Not Go to the Dogs' by Alexandra Fuller who actually grew 
up in South Africa. Another woman, Stephanie (an Allegiant Airlines employee) sitting next to me on a 
plane from Las Vegas to Seattle, attempted to bait me about Muslim children. I suggested she read 'The 
Palace Walk' by Naguib Mahfouz, an Egyptian man who won the Pulitzer prize for literature. (Bob 
Davis of Media Logic seated in the MVP row in front of me). 

2. ASIAN WOMAN HARASSES ON THE JOB - University of Washington
12/26/2007 Following the coffee date, I worked a gig at the University of Washington ushering 

for a Christmas event at Meany Hall. At the beginning of our shift the staff all crammed into a small 
room where we were joined by Jennifer Wieselquist, PhD Psychology. Something about her made me 
uncomfortable and as soon as she sat down I made my way to the door. While on duty, I was subtly 
harassed by a young Asian woman who followed me around and repeatedly engaged in 'positioning' 
behavior placing herself in front of me even when I sat down for a break. It was everything I could to 
fight back the tears. 

Heather Harvey at the University of Washington did not acknowledge that I was the target of a 
monitoring program when I emailed her a complaint about the Mystery Ladies of Meany Hall on 
12/26/2007. If someone believes they are a target monitoring and wants confirmation they should be 
given it. It is unethical and cruel to do this to people (see Appendix A).

University denies monitoring and using Asians to harass and no longer contacts me for jobs.

3. 0 ASIAN JEWISH HARASSMENT 
3.1 5/15/2010 Mixed race swarms with Asian and Jewish couples. The first street theater pretext 
known to involve more than 2 people and also involved two Asian-Jewish couples including an 
academic researcher, Thomas L Daniel, PhD Neurobiology (see report Cafe Umbria).

3.2 5/26/2010. A Young woman baits me using an inuendo technique I call 'Why, Why'. 

3.3 8/12/2011. A Jewish man tosses a rat in front of the restaurant patio seating then takes a seat 
across the street with his family to watch the ensuing commotion.

3.4 9/15/2011 Welcome Home. Jewish man choreographs harassment with Jewish and Asian 
couples on return to from road trip (see Welcome Home).

4. ASIAN BABIES 

ASIAN BABY #1 - with Donald Systma, PhD of USM
8/24/2010. Starbucks, 15015 Main Street, Bellevue, WA 98007. Three months into the daily harassment 
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and I'm beginning to  psychologically unravel. For the first time I email friends and family about what 
has been happening to me. Although it is obvious that I'm experiencing psychological distress the 
harassers don't back off but rather lean in for the kill in an apparent attempt to push me over the edge.

At the Kelsey Creek Center Starbucks, a group of retirement age Neighborhood Watch men 
enter and take up seats around me. An Asian Neighborhood Watch man places a toddler in a chair to the 
right of me within reaching distance. Donald Sytsma, PhD Psychology sits opposite evaluating me 
from behind a newspaper. The other men begin to subtly race bait on how smart bi-racial children are, 
some even smarter even than white children (see Figures 4).

There is a menacing vibe in the room. I sense that they are here for me but I can't explain why. I 
recall the coffee date with Mike Romain and the following harassment at UW. Why did he answer my 
Craigslist ad and what on earth did he tells these people? Why are these people doing this? Who are 
they? What gives them the right!

A woman stops by and briefly chats with Sytsma, so I know he's from the area. I want to take 
pictures but don't have an attorney and I don't know what my rights are. If I take a photo of the man and 
child can they then take my camera, etc. Will the Neighborhood Watch men put me under citizen's 
arrest or accuse me of abusing the elderly. I photograph only Sytsma. 

8/27/2010., Dan Korslund, recruiter, BS Biology Physiology, evaluates me at Lil John 
Restaurant. A search of recruiter images on LinkedIn brings up a match and I realize that he's contacted 
me in the past about work and I referred him to a colleague, Miranda Wagner. I take photos of myself 
to document the affect the harassment is having on me. Researching harassment I find that harassing 
people until they are afraid of everyone and everything is called 'turning people yellow'. Location: Lil 
Jon Restaurant, 3080 148th Ave. SE # 201 Bellevue, WA 98007, (425) 746-4653

ASIAN BABY #2 - 6/11-12/2011 - with USM researchers and Charleen Day
An Asian woman drops her toddler off in front of a Starbucks while the psych team evaluates my 
interactions with her as she approaches a small dog tied to a table. Jennifer Wieselquist, PhD 
Psychology chats me up at length about my bicycle as the toddler meanders over to a small dog tied to 
a table near me. Charlene Day (Canada), recruiter & Neuro-lingquistic Programmer can been seen 
watching through the window. R. Bruce Thompson, PhD Psychology approaches with Elizabeth Vella, 
PhD Psychology and two dogs (golden lab and a blue-eyed husky). The child goes over to them. Also 
present at the coffee shop is 'Comrade Regina in Red' (see Figures 4)

ASIAN BABY #3 - circa 6/12/2011 -  William Gayton, PHd of USM
William Gayton, PhD Psychology  evaluates me with a group of people I don't recognize at a Starbucks 
in the Crossroads Mall, as an Asian man points a stroller with a toddler in towards me while I'm 
waiting in line for coffee (see Figures 4).

ASIAN BABY #4 - 9/16/2011 - University of Pittsburgh - family members
Collaborators of NIH research director, Thomas Kamark's Behavioral Medicine Research Team, 
including his wife and son play the Asian Baby game. Outside of a Starbucks, a woman wearing a 
bright green shirt stands at a distance in my line of vision moving back and forth until I look up. When 
she steps out from being a news stand she has with her a small child in a red jacket. She then enters the 
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Starbucks and waits for a friend to arrive. They take their drinks and outside and sit in my line of 
vision. I photograph her an anyone else I think might be with her. Bruce Pollock, his wife, his sister-in-
law, his grand daughter, Thomas Kamark's wife, Flordeliza Villanueva with her son and an unidentified 
female. (see Figures 4)

5. Obstruction of Justice:
IDENTIFICATION OF RESEARCHERS AT USM

An image search for Donald Sytsma (Dutch) of Media Logic turns up a photo of a man by the 
same name Donald Sytsma (Polish) at the University of Southern Maine where to my surprise I 
recognize a few faculty members (Gayton, Brown, R Bruce Thompson). In other pretexts involving 
children at least one researcher is known to work with them. However, I could find no evidence of 
Sytsma (Polish) working with children and by the reviews of his adult students, it seems highly 
unlikely (see Figures 5)

6/10/2011. emailed Elizabeth Vella, PhD Psychology, who attended my Alma Mater, Sonoma 
State University, to inquire if she recognizes my photo of Sytsma (Polish). She doesn't reply but within 
a days the psych team shows up in Bellevue and appears to be evaluating me. Elizabeth Vella's research 
publications describes research on 'stress' that involves inflicting daily harassment and passive  
stressors and I realize she's a key player in the harassment.

CARCASS BOX - attempting drugging and involuntary confinement
6/14/2011. Just days after emailing Elizabeth Vella USM, the sister of the man who heads the 

NIH Pittsburgh Mind-Body Center's Behavioral Medicine Research Group, appears to have been 
involved in an attempt to drug me and have me involuntarily committed. Police would not respond to 
my 911 call and threatened that these people could file a complaint against me for harassment (see 
report Carcass Box).

THREATS TO AVOID THE INTERNET - SYTSMA AND FRIENDS 

6/21/2011, 1:31 PM. The first NIH researcher, Donald Sytsma, PhD (Polish), to include a child 
in the harassment and also to be photographed by me 8/24/2010 shows up at a local coffee shop with a 
woman who is believed to be a family friend or relative Elaine Miller Ferrazzano. It's the first time in 
days that I've left my computer at home and out of sight. 

Another man sitting across the room looks like a body guard and age cohort, is possibly 
attorney Norman Kirshman (see Figures 5).

SYTSMA CYBER THREAT I - WATCHTOWER BOOKLET 
6/22/2010, 1:31 PM. A booklet is found on my front porch opened up to an article 'The Internet 

and how to avoid the dangers.'  I check the surrounding neighbors but only my house has a booklet (see 
Figures 5).

SYTSMA CYBER THREAT II - Automated Data Libraries (ADL)
Sytsma is believed to be a relative of Bob Davis of Media Logic. They are believed to have the 

ability to manipulate browser search results using ADL technology. Sytsma's and Ferrazzano's image 
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have been used in cyber harassment which re-affirms their link to Davis as the images of other 
researchers have not been used in this way. (see Figures 5).

SYSTMA CYBER THREAT III - ZIPPED LIPS
An image of Elaine Miller Ferrazzano appears in my browser searches with zipped lips.(see 

Figures 5).

LESSONS LEARNED

The researchers are keen for opportunities to give anything I say a racist spin even if it means 
wild re-interpretations such as my comment about Asian adoptions. This suggests that they are not truly 
concerned about my view on races but are using this as a ruse to recruit people into harassment.

QUESTIONS

Who is it safe to report this to? Really, just talking about this is likely to be used as evidence of 
insanity... Who can I talk to? Where can I turn to put a stop to this?

CONCLUSIONS

Using people that may have traveled from other states and family members in harassment fits a 
long established pattern in the harassment that was first observed when my ex-coworker Michele 
Rabourn's daughter visiting from Texas in early 2011 used her infant to taunt me. 

Researchers are intentionally using stigmatizing terminology to legitimize targeting people with 
abusive coercive psychological harassment and also to help them recruit groups with vested interests in 
fighting 'racism' to target people with harassment (see To die for: the politics of ‘hostility’).
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APPENDIX A: Attachments

From: Kroto Vina <krotovina@hotmail.com>

Subject: SWF seeks SWM - 40

To: pers-484281352@craigslist.org

Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2007, 12:16 AM

Greetings,

I seem to fit your basic requirements, particularly an appreciation for natural history (what a 
refreshing requirement).  I've attached a picture of myself taken by a co-worker last summer.  I'm 42, 
6' tall, work in Ballard, live in West Seattle and have a 7 year old daughter I share with my ex.  I was 
drawn to your ad because of your age and location--the cute picture was a bonus.

Hope to hear from you, if I don't have a great Thanksgiving.

Mike 

-- On Fri, 1/4/08, Heather Harvey <hmh2@u.washington.edu> wrote:

From: Heather Harvey <hmh2@u.washington.edu>
Subject: Re: Meany Hall Mystry Ladies - apology and explanation
To: "Saskia Valentine" <dutchskyblue@yahoo.com>
Date: Friday, January 4, 2008, 2:04 PM

Saskia,

      Again, we appreciate you bringing your concerns to us, and we would like to extend our apologies 
that the temp assignment at Meany Hall was not an agreeable experience for you. I did follow up with 
management at Meany Hall to explore the situation further. I discovered that Meany Hall does 
not have a practice of engaging in any sort of "surveillance" aside from the normal and appropriate 
supervision of its employees. Meany Hall had no knowledge of the two ladies you mentioned being 
given any direction or authority to act as representatives of the UW in any sort of investigative 
manner.
      UTemp Staffing respects your right to privacy and we have no interest in your personal life as it 
doen't relate to your eligibility for employment. Again, we will keep you in mind for temp 
opportunities with our office, and we wish you the best of luck in your search for permanent job 
opportunities.

Sincerely,
Heather
**********************************************************************
     Heather Harvey, PHR, Staffing Supervisor, UTemp Staffing
  Human Resources, University of Washington
  Direct Ph: 206-543-1527, UTemp Staffing Ph: 206-543-3652
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APPENDIX A: Attachments

  Fax: 206-543-5471, Box 354550, hmh2@u.washington.edu
  Candidates apply online at: www.washington.edu/jobs
        Hiring Managers order a temp employee at:
   https://www.washington.edu/admin/hr/roles/mgr/hire/utemp.html
**********************************************************************
On Fri, 28 Dec 2007, Saskia Valentine wrote:
 Heather,
      Thank you for discussing the Meany Hall Mystry Ladies event with me. The red head did make 
clear that she was not employed through UTemps. The brunette said that she was a recent graduate of 
UW. I would appreciate an apology from UW for what happened and explanation as to how and why 
my personal life become a subject of interest to them.
>> Sincerely,
>> Saskia
>
> Heather Harvey <hmh2@u.washington.edu> wrote:
> Saskia,
> Lucia was kind enough to forward your email to me, and I'd like to follow up with you regarding 
your concerns. Might there be a good time that I can call you? Or, might you like to call me directly? 
Thanks! ~Heather
>> -------- Original Message -------- Subject: Meany Hall Mystry Ladies Date: Wed, 26 Dec 2007 
16:53:00 -0800 (PST) From: Saskia Valentine To: lcclark5@u.washington.edu
> Greeting Lucia:
      Last Saturday I worked a few hours as an usher at Meany Hall for a Christmas program. It was at 
the end of a highly stressful week especially since it was Christmas. My stressed state was no doubt 
evident to my co-workers because I was not too chatty and preferred to walk around rather that sit 
around a crowed table with strangers in a small room.
      There were two women about 50-ish who seemed very intent on questioning me with personal 
questions. The red-head was the more persistent of the two. I really was not feeling very social but 
decided that she might just be experiencing bout of severe empty nest syndrome during the holidays 
and that instead of fighting it perhaps I indulge her and ease some of my own stress by telling her 
about my week.
      Oddly, when I asked her about her about herself she was evasive. I realized I was probably not 
talking to a co-worker per se, but rather someone representing the UW who might be acting in sort of 
an investigative manner, such as seeing if an employee really can maintain confidential client 
information or are they a gossip. For example she wanted to know the name of the employer who I 
had temped for earlier that week but I would not tell her do to confidentiality agreements. I meandered 
away from the red head but was soon set upon by a tall brunette of about the same age. She too 
peppered me with personal questions but when I asked her about herself she was evasive. By this 
point I was trying to keep from crying due to the additional stress these women were causing me.
      I understand an employer's desire to engage in this sort of surveillance, however, if the employer 
asks personal questions about my family and home life, if feel this is a violation of legally protected 
rights to privacy as an employee. *For example, there is absolutely nothing about my personal life 
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APPENDIX A: Attachments

such as which type of people I choose to date or have dated, that should be of any concern to an 
employer. * 
Sincerely, 
Saskia
Perpetual Torture, a Poem by Elizabeth Vella 2009:
http://www.voicesnet.org/displayonepoem.aspx?poemid=151845 

In the madness of this world the only freedom comes from the rebellious minds
To do as thou wilt with no one to tell thee otherwise
The absence of salvation will gather all creation with cruelty far to thrilled
In the chasm of darkness the rebellious will triumph and the weak will soon after succumb
The mistress of Luna will come to consume thee with the master of lust and agony
The trees will fall the seeds will grow, the perpetual torture of the unknown
Like the hypocritical signs of a god on his thrown
Killing all envy
Killing all lust,
in this world we’ll crave thee
With no matters to entrust
As day turns to darkness you sit and you wonder this hell of a life which has sordidly countered
Like a manic with whispers in bloom in the midnight chime with voices consume
Obsequious we are to please alas we’re nothing but a cruel dreadful disease
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3a: Asian Babies #1 - University of 
Southern Main and Neighborhood Watch 
volunteers.

Subject: Keeping Sweet in Seattle
Date: Fri, 10 Jun 2011 02:24:13 -0700
From: Saskia 
<keepingsweetinseattle@gmail.com>
To: evella@usm.maine.edu

Hello Vella.

I also graduated from Sonoma State University.
Do you know this man?

http://keepingsweetinseattle.blogspot.com/

Figure 5: email to Elizabeth Vella

(src SBV 8/24/2010, 11:36 AM)
Figure 3c: Asian Babies #1 - Don Sytama 

Saskia Valentine
(src SBV 8/27/2010)
Making a someone afraid of everyone and 
everything is called 'turning people yellow'
Figure 3d: photo of me a 3 days later
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3e: Aisan Babies #2 - USM and Media Logic at Kelsey Creek Starbucks

 Figure 3f: Asian Babies #3 - William Gayton at Crossroads Starbucks
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3g. Asian Babies #4: Univ of Pittsburgh: Villanueva-Kamarck family at Crossroads Starbucks

Figure 3h: Asian Babie #4  Univ of Pittsburgh: Villanueva-Kamarck family (src SVB 6/19/2011)
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 3i: Asian Babie #4 University of Pittsburgh: Pollock family. 
Is that a hidden camera on her purse? (src SVB 6/19/2011)

Figure 5a: University of Southern Maine: Donald Systam with friends Elaine Miller Ferrazzano? and 
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 5b: Obstruction of Justice: day after Sytsma visit the watch tower booklet

Figure 5c: Elaine Miller Ferrazzano (right src FaceBook), shows up in cluster searches (zipped lips is 
from cluster on 3/23/2012, Keep your f*** mouth shut is from 4/13/2011.) Note that the paint spatter 
looks like the trademark of the artist associated with Liisa Ladouceur (see Operation Hat Trick) There 
is a Ronald Ladoucer in leadership at Media Logic in Albany, NY.
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 5d: Obstruction of Justice: Donald Sytsma  bad ratings

http://www.ratemyprofessors.com/ShowRatings.jsp?tid=13667&page=1
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APPENDIX B: Figures & diagrams

Figure 5e: Obstruction of Justice: Donald Sytsma bad ratings. What are his talents does he possess 
that makes this university want to keep him on?
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

Asian toddlers 1 - 2 - 3 

Who are their parents? Do they realize that their toddlers are being used to 
bait a woman who has been subjected to an intensive harassment program 
intended to induce hostility and push people over the edge? 

(source USM)

Scott Brown, PhD Psychology
University of Southern Maine, Department of Psychology
518 Science Building, PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone: (207) 780-4148
Email: swbrown@usm.maine.edu
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/people
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 

(src intrnet) (source linkedin)

Charleen Day
Recruiting Manager at Media Logic
MS Neuro-linguistic programming (associated 
with controversial aversion therapy) 
It appears that Day uses 'Charleen' for work in the 
US and 'Charlene' for work in Canada.
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/charleen-
day/25/365/130
http://www.healthysoul-utions.com/press/ 
CONNECTION TO ME: cc'd on email to me used 
in attempted entrapment
REPORTS NAMED IN: Right to Represent & 
Asian Babies

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

(src SBV 6/17/2010, 
4:27 PM)

Nickname 
'Comrade Regina-in-Red'

VEHICLE: blue Mazda Mx5, Washington 
plate 118-UWL
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: wife of 'comrade 
Roy'
REPORTS NAMED IN:
Bob Davis, Asian Babies
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

(src SBV 12/31/2010 
3:34 PM)

nickname 'Comrade Roy'
VEHICLE: Toy Tundra WA plate B74822k 
REPORTS: husband of 'comrade Regina'
REPORTS NAMED IN:
Bob Davis, Asian Babies

(src USM)

William Gayton, PhD Psychology
University of Southern Maine
Department of Psychology
510 Science Building, PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone: (207) 780-4251
Email: bgayton@usm.maine.edu
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/people
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 

Elaine Miller Ferrazzano 
Facebook friend/relative of Donald Sytsma 
(Polish) and Bob Davis?

http://www.facebook.com/people/Donald-
Sytsma/100001812083684#!/profile.php?
id=1201213423

CONNECTION TO OTHERS: possibly a relative 
of Don Sytsma, Bob Davis, Dan Korslund (Asian 
Babies)

REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies and Cyber 
Negative
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APPENDIX C: Unconfirmed identifications

(src LinkedIn)

Heather Harvey
> PHR, Staffing Supervisor, UTemp Staffing
> Human Resources, University of Washington
> Direct Ph: 206-543-1527, UTemp Staffing Ph: 206-543-3652
> Fax: 206-543-5471, Box 354550, hmh2@u.washington.edu
> Candidates apply online at: www.washington.edu/jobs
> Hiring Managers order a temp employee at:
> https://www.washington.edu/admin/hr/roles/mgr/hire/utemp.html
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/heather-biles-harvey-phr/b/869/b37 
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 

(src CILS 2008)

Mr. Norman H. Kirshman
7 Crescent Drive,
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102, United States,
Tel: (1 702) 8776658
Email: kirshman@cox.net,
nkirshman@peelbrimley.com
http://www.cils.org/sl/ScheduleParticipantsSpring2008.pdf 
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 

(src SBV 8/25/2010) Korslund with parents (source FaceBook). Is his mother related to Elaine 
Miller Ferrazzano?
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Daniel Korslund
BS Biology Physiology
Recruiter at Wicresoft
Wicresoft, Bellevue, WA 98005
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/dan-korslund/2/696/26b
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: 
wicresoft: works with Mike Romain 
facebook: Allan Glenn & Michelle Butler
CONNECTION TO ME: emailed and phoned me about a job in 2009.
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 

(src internet)

Bruce Pollock, MD, PhD Pharmacology
University of Toronto Department of Pharmacology. 
http://research.baycrest.org/bpollock 
http://www.pharmtox.utoronto.ca/faculty/directory/Pollock.htm 

REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies

Pollock's son?
(src SBV 9/16/2011)

Pollock's daughter-in-
law? (src SBV 
9/16/2011) 

Unidentified - couple 
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies 
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Pollock's grand daughter? (src SBV 9/16/2011) Pollock's daughter?

(src SBV 2010-08-24) (source USM)

Donald Sytsma (Polish)
PhD Psychology
Department of Psychology
516  Science Building
PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone: (207) 780-4256
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/people
Email: dsytsma@usm.maine.edu
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies
COMMENT: There are two Donald Sytsmas (one 
is Polish at USM and one is Dutch at Media 
Logic)

(src facebook) (src google search 
cluster)

Elaine Miller Ferrazzano 
Facebook friend/relative of Donald Sytsma 
(Polish) and Bob Davis?

http://www.facebook.com/people/Donald-
Sytsma/100001812083684#!/profile.php?
id=1201213423

CONNECTION TO OTHERS: possibly a relative 
of Don Sytsma, Elaine Miller Ferrazzano, Dan 
Korslund (Asian Babies)

REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies and Cyber 
Negative
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Mike 'krotovina'
archeaologist
(2007)
krotovina@hotmail.com

Dan Williams
creative services
(
http://www.linkedin.co
m/in/dancwilliams 

Mike Romain
recruiter

http://www.linkedin.co
m/in/mikeromain 

Mike Romain, 
BA Applied Math

recruiter at Wicresoft

http://www.linkedin.co
m/in/mikeromain 

CONNECTION TO 
OTHERS: 
recommended by 
Michele A Egan (see 
report Larson Lake)

REPORTS NAMED IN: 
Asian Babies

COMMENT: The Asian 
Babies spin started with 
him.

Old profile photo.
(src usm.maine.edu)

new profile photo
 (src usm.maine.edu)

R. Bruce Thompson, PhD Psychology  University 
of So. Maine
Department of Psychology
536 Science Building
PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone: (207) 780-4739
Email: bthompso@usm.maine.edu
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/people
He works with children. When children are used 
to provoke, a researcher with a background 
working with children is usually present.
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: unknown
REPORTS NAMED IN: Cafe Umbria, Asian 
Babies, Transgender pre-spin
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(src USM.maine.edu and YouTube)

Elizabeth J Vella, Ph.D.
(aka Milena Zychlinsky Scharff?)
University of So. Maine
Department of Psychology
514 Science Building
PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone:  (207) 780-4252
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/elizabeth-vella
 http://www.pitt.edu/~kamarck/team.htm
Curriculum Vitae - including list of publications 
titles containing the word ”hostile” = 23+

Elizabeth J Vella - Perpetual Torture poem
Elizabeth J Vella - hostility-and-daily-harassment
Elizabeth J Vella - hostility-and-social-support
Elizabeth J Vella - defensive-hostility-recovery

CONNECTION TO ME: attended my Alma Mater 
Sonoma State University. 
CONNECTION TO OTHERS: is she aka Melina 
Zychlinsky Scharff?
REPORTS NAMED IN:
Asian Babies, Sessoms Family, The Scharff 
Family

(Left src SVB 6/19/2011, Rgt src pitt.edu)

Flordeliza S. Villanueva, M.D. (Kamark's wife)
McGowan Institute for Regenerative 
MedicineMcGowan Institute for Regenerative 
Medicine
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
Cardiologist
Phone: (412) 647-5840
Email: villanuevafs@upmc.edu
http://www.mirm.pitt.edu/people/bios/Villanueva1
.asp 

CONNECTIONS TO OTHERS: Kamark's wife
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies
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Jennifer Wieselquist
(src CSTHToDay 2011)

Jennifer Wieselquist, PhD Psychology
University of Southern Maine, Department of Psychology
603 Science Building, PO Box 9300, Portland, ME 04104
Phone: (207) 780-4611, Email: jwieselquist@usm.maine.edu
http://usm.maine.edu/psy/people
Publications: 24.97.224.82/research/pdf/v3n2.pdf
Fruit pickers in Israel: 
http://web.mac.com/timwildschut/Site/home_files/domain.pdf
Photo:http://www.usm.maine.edu/sites/default/files/College%20of
%20Science,%20Technology,%20and%20Health/CSTHTodayspr2011.pdf 
CONNECTION OTHERS: possibly related to Marvin Stern, James 
Wiesequist and Deborah Arline.
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies

(src SVB 6/19/2011)

unidentified woman - friend of Villneuva
REPORTS NAMED IN: Asian Babies
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